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DESIGNERS
THAT 

 INSPIRE



Cozy Setting Preserved 
stone and brick from the 
1820s barn enrich the 
renovated living room 
where designer Sidney 
Marshman arranged a 
pair of velvet-covered RH 
sofas for optimal fireplace 
viewing. The custom 
coffee table is through 
De Sousa Hughes, and 
the artwork is by Sam 
Malpass, a daughter of 
the home’s builder Bo 
Malpass. See Resources.

MINDFUL MERGER
BY MINDY PANTIEL 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY JANE BEILES

A CLASSIC COLONIAL 
BLENDS HISTORIC 

ELEMENTS WITH CLEAN 
MODERN LINES 
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Posts And Beams 
(this page) New beams 

selected to match existing 
woodwork establish 

separation between the 
entry hall and the living 

room. The light fixture is 
from Urban Electric, and 
the artwork is by Charly 
Malpass (a daughter of 
the home’s builder Bo 

Malpass). See Resources.

Old Meets New (opposite 
page, top to bottom) In 

the living room, a pair of 
Kimberly Denman chairs 
wear teal mohair fabric. 

The table behind the chairs 
is from RH. The exterior of 

the home is classic New 
England. See Resources.

   O THE CASUAL OBSERVER, THE STREET  
face of a Darien residence with its shingle siding and rooftop dormers is 
textbook New England. That classic countenance was exactly the end goal 
Bo Malpass, head of the design/build firm Warrington Homes, had in mind 
when faced with the challenge of merging an early 19th-century barn with a 
sizeable extension to better meet the needs of a family of four relocating from 
California to Connecticut. “It was originally the barn for Waterbury Farm,” 
says Malpass about the two-story structure converted to the living room 
and family room of a home in 1820. “There was also an addition done in the 
1960s that no longer worked. We took that down and removed everything 
not original to the barn before gutting the interior, and went from there.” 

In concert with designer Sidney Marshman of Sidney Marshman Designs 
(the two often collaborate), a new kitchen, dining room and four bedrooms 
emerged on the northeast side of the house. Marshman, who has a back-
ground in landscape design, improved the rear of the property with the intro-
duction of boxwoods, a privet hedge, espaliered apple trees, a refurbished pool 
and a bluestone patio. Meanwhile, Malpass further defined outdoor living 
spaces with steel beams and cable railings. About the latter, he says, “I like to 
mix modern and classic elements; I think they complement each other.”

His mindful merging of old and new continues inside where the original 
post-and-beam construction evident in the living room is modulated with 
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Industrial Accent (this page) Located in the addition, the dining room features 
chairs from the homeowner’s collection gathered around a table from Lillian 
August. The light fixture by Michael McHale Designs is among the industrial 
accents seen throughout the house, while the Abby Flanagan photo injects a 
pop of blue. See Resources. 

Light And Bright (opposite page) Lucite bar stools from Dot & Bo belly up to a 
kitchen island topped with antique oak. A wall of subway tile from Waterworks 
backs the range and custom hood by Wolf; the honed granite countertops are 
from Paul’s Marble Depot; and the cabinetry is custom. See Resources.
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expanses of windows to improve the indoor/outdoor connection. “In the 
front hallway, we added antique beams to match the existing ones creating 
a separation between the entry and the living room,” adds Malpass, noting 
similar beams frame the lower-level family room where livestock once resid-
ed. A slick lacquered finish on the rolling doors that back the bar and light 
fixtures fashioned from industrial fans are complementary counterpoints.

Exposed brick and stone walls, most notably on the living and family 
room fireplaces and the back wall of the main level powder room, provide 
glimpses of the old architecture. And the clean lines of the staircase—a win-
ning combination of antique oak treads and steel cables—bridge the decades.

Regardless of century, everyone gathers in the kitchen and this one was 
designed with light and entertaining in mind. “I’m known for my bright, 
sunny, cheerful kitchens and this one is no exception,” says Malpass, who 
punctuated the high ceilings with skylights to further coax natural light 
into the commodious space. Modern-leaning cabinets on the perimeter and 
Shaker doors elsewhere coupled with subway tiles, honed granite coun-
tertops, and antiqued oak on the center island strike a handsome balance. 
“We wanted an old chandelier in the kitchen to offset the clean lines,” says 
Marshman, referencing the crystal-dripping model above the island where 
Lucite bar stools are an unexpected contemporary tweak. About the latter, 
she adds, “I tried not to make things period correct.”

That philosophy is evident everywhere including the living room where 
a pair of sofas cloaked in soothing gray velvet face off across a similarly 
toned coffee table, while a shag rug welcomes bare feet. “I didn’t want to do 
white, which is so prevalent in Connecticut and, besides, gray is cozier,” says 
Marshman, noting everything including the pleasing neutral palette with 
hints of blue suits the casual style of the homeowners. “They are very stylish 
people, but they wear blue jeans for any occasion.”

Their lack of pretense made life easier for everyone. “The homeowners 
were so easy to work with and basically let us establish the direction,” adds 
Malpass. “We created a classic Colonial outside and modern clean lines with 
historic elements inside. The result is a home that feels current and flows 
well while embracing the textures of its origin.” ✹

Hot Spot (above) “The fire pit is on a remote, so the owners can turn it on and enjoy the 
fire from inside the house as well as out,” says Marshman about a favorite gathering 
spot, where Barlow Tyrie seating flanks a Paloform fire pit. Serve ’Em Up (below) Situated 
in the barn’s lower level, the family room, complete with pool table, features the same 
post-and-beam construction and exposed stone elements as the living room. Smooth 
Blend (opposite page) The powder room combines history in the form of the barn’s existing 
chimney wall with an industrial fixture fashioned from an old conveyer belt and a sleek 
modern vanity from Palmer Industries. The mirror is from Serena & Lily. See Resources. 
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